Grenfell Tower Inquiry
Opening Statement of the London Fire Brigade
Introduction
1. The devastating fire which occurred on the night of 14th June 2017 at Grenfell Tower caused
unimaginable suffering to the bereaved families and friends of those who tragically died in the
fire, those who survived, and many of those nearby residents who witnessed the events of the
night as they unfolded. It was by far the most challenging incident which the London Fire Brigade
(LFB) has experienced in living memory. For the firefighters whose job it was to carry out the
firefighting and rescue operation and the control staff who took calls from residents in the Tower
the memory of their experiences and the events which they witnessed will never leave them. The
LFB and its staff at all levels express profound empathy with all of those who have been left
scarred by the tragedy.

2. This Opening Statement on behalf of the LFB is intended to assist the Inquiry to fulfil its Phase 1
terms of reference and critically, understand the reasons why the fire spread so rapidly and how
the LFB responded. The Statement necessarily concerns only the issues which the LFB
understands to be relevant to phase 1 of the Inquiry: that is to say the factual narrative of the fire
on 14th June 2017, including the actions of firefighters, control staff and other LFB personnel
during the fire, which will assist the Inquiry to identify any lessons which may need to be learnt.
3. To that end the LFB has undertaken an extensive disclosure exercise to identify material relevant
to the Inquiry's terms of reference and in particular the specific disclosure requests made of the
LFB. The material disclosed includes a comprehensive range of LFB policies and procedures for
high rise firefighting and rescue together with a document entitled "Organisational Overview"
which will provide the Inquiry with a synopsis of the primary mechanisms by which the LFB
provides fire and rescue services in London with a focus on high rise residential buildings.

4. While factors which are clearly relevant only to phase 2 will be addressed at the proper time it is
necessary to touch upon certain issues which go beyond the mere factual narrative of the fire
itself in order to contextualise and assist the Inquiry to make sense of what happened on the
night and the way in which the LFB went about its firefighting and rescue operation.
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Singular nature of the Grenfell fire
5. The rapidity with which the fire at Grenfell Tower spread from the flat of origin across the
external envelope and within the building itself is already well documented and will be addressed
in detail by the experts to the Inquiry.

6. While the incidence of external fire spread on high rise buildings is not entirely unprecedented in
the UK it is extremely rare and has never occurred on the scale of the Grenfell Tower fire.
Similarly, internal fire spread beyond the flat of origin, such as that which occurred at Lakanal
House in 2009, is not unknown but is also a rare occurrence in the UK and the extent and rapidity
with which the fire spread inside Grenfell Tower was extraordinary. The LFB believes that the
scale of the fire resulted from a combination of factors which, taken together, created a unique
and - in the UK at least - unprecedented set of challenges for the fire service operation.

7. Those firefighters and other LFB personnel who were engaged in the fire and rescue operation on
the night of the fire had never experienced anything like it. The nature and scale of the fire and
the manner in which it developed and spread was exceptional in the long experience and
collective knowledge of both the LFB and the fire service nationally.

8. The detail and precision of the evidence provided by firefighters, residents and survivors will
inevitably be considered in the context of the harrowing and challenging events which they will
be required to recall. The LFB also anticipates that the Inquiry will bear in mind that those who
were involved in the emergency response will have been wholly unaware of defects in the fabric
of the building from a fire safety perspective and will not have known much of the information as
to the state of the building and the conditions within it which has since emerged so as to provide
the benefit of hindsight.

9. The extensive fire and rescue policies and procedures which the LFB has established through
generations of learning were tested to their limits during the fire and there are likely to be
examples in the evidence which the Inquiry will hear of departures from such policies because of
the challenging circumstances in which fire fighters and Control staff found themselves.

10.The emergency response carried out by the LFB required the deployment of an exceptional
quantity of resources in terms of equipment and personnel within a relatively short space of time.
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For example, the LFB Control Centre was required to handle more calls requiring fire survival
guidance from residents within Grenfell Tower on the night of the fire than the total number of
such calls in the previous ten years from the whole of London. More firefighters in breathing
apparatus were deployed into the building than in any other single incident in the collective
memory of the LFB with more than 700 fire service personnel engaged in the emergency
response during and after the fire. Firefighters with and without breathing apparatus carried out
many rescues of residents from within flats and assisted many other residents who they
encountered elsewhere in the building to make their escape down the stairwell.

11. Accordingly, the LFB hopes that the Inquiry will recognise the extraordinary courage and
selflessness of individual firefighters in facing those challenges. The women and men who
attended to fight the fire and conduct rescue operations were often placed in intolerable
positions and were required to make decisions which, in some cases, involved stark choices with
serious consequences whatever they decided to do.

12. Clearly the evidence in the first part of phase 1 of the Inquiry will come, in large part, from
firefighters and LFB personnel who have made statements to the police. In order to better
understand their evidence, and without trespassing on the primary role of the Inquiry's experts, it
is necessary to provide a short summary of some important factors which underpin the way in
which firefighting in high rise residential premises is carried out in the UK.

The Design and Construction of Buildings such as Grenfell Tower.
13.The starting point is the wide ranging regulatory regime under which buildings such as Grenfell
Tower were designed, constructed, and are maintained. While the Inquiry's experts will provide a
detailed analysis of this topic in due course the LFB hopes that it will be helpful to state certain
basic principles here.

14. Fire safety is a crucial element of the design process which frequently dictates the way in which
fire services are expected to carry out fire and rescue operations. Buildings such as Grenfell Tower
were expressly designed so as to contain any fire in its compartment of origin for sufficient time
to allow the fire service to extinguish it before it has the chance to spread. Accordingly, the
building design is not intended to facilitate simultaneous evacuation of residents, especially at the
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same time as firefighting. There is no common fire alarm provided for that purpose and the sole
means of escape is by way of a single stairwell.

15.1n simple terms, the design of such buildings is subject to the crucial building design principle
known as "compartmentation" which is intended to inhibit rapid fire spread within the building
from one area to another. It is achieved by reducing the fuel available in the initial stages of a fire
and by dividing the building into a series of compartments (or boxes) which form a barrier to the
products of combustion, smoke, heat and toxic gases. That is achieved through a variety of
passive and active fire measures such as fire stopping, fire resistant doors, and the use of fire
resistant materials in the construction and maintenance of the building.

16.This principle applies to each flat within the building, to the common corridors and to the single
central stair way which must itself be sufficiently protected from the effects of fire and smoke.

17. Similar, but differently expressed, principles apply to the external envelope of the building which
is expected to be designed and constructed in such a way as to resist the spread of flame over its
surface.

18.The express intention of the regulatory regime is that, in the event of fire, the occupants of flats
within the building are safe to remain in place (to "stay put") unless they are directly affected by
fire or smoke. That is particularly important given the fact that simultaneous evacuation of the
building is not factored into its design. This so called "stay put policy" is not a creation of fire
services in the UK but rather a principle of building design which fire services are expected to
apply and which underpins the development of fire safety and operational policy for buildings of
this kind.

19.1t follows that strict adherence to the principle of compartmentation, together with a range of
other active and passive fire measures, is obviously critical to the safety of such buildings in the
event of fire. If, during the life of a high rise residential building, proper compartmentation is not
maintained to the required standard the entire basis upon which fire services are expected to
conduct fire and rescue operations in such buildings is fundamentally undermined.

20.That said, in the experience of the LFB, the regulatory provisions concerning the design and
construction of buildings such as Grenfell has, historically, been generally successful from a fire
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safety perspective in the vast majority of cases. From the information that is available the LFB
can approximate that there are around 20,000 buildings in London with an occupied height of
over eighteen metres (high rise buildings). Of these, around 5,000 are classed as being for
residential use. The LFB attend just over 8,000 primary fires in buildings each year of which
approximately 700 are in residential high rise buildings. Primary fires are more serious property
fires.

21. Between January 2013 and December 2017, the Brigade attended approximately 3,500 primary
fires in residential buildings in London with an occupied height over eighteen metres. Of those
3,500 attendances, 94% were resolved by the initial attendance. A further 2% were resolved by
five or less pumps with only 4% of high rise residential fires requiring six pumps or more.

22. In short, the design and construction principles from a fire safety perspective (including the "stay
put policy") and the legal framework which governs them have been largely effective for decades
following the introduction of buildings of this kind from the late 1950s onwards.

Maintenance and refurbishments
23. What is less clear, in the view of the LFB, is the extent to which maintenance programmes and
refurbishments over the years have undermined the integrity of the original design and
construction principles from a fire safety perspective. This is a vital aspect of the consequences of
the Grenfell fire in the LFB's assessment. The Inquiry may find it helpful to consider the issue in
the context of the following two questions, which the LFB and the fire service nationally must
wrestle with:

Is it in the public interest either(or both):

(a) to make changes to the regulatory system which addresses potential non-adherence to
fundamental fire safety principles and provides for a mechanism by which proper
compliance can be achieved so that fire services may have greater certainty and
confidence in the development of operational policies for responding to and dealing
effectively with high rise residentialfires?; and/or
(b) to requirefire services to develop new high risefire and rescue policy and capabilities, and
receive the appropriate associatedfunding, on the express assumption that buildings have
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not been maintained in such a way as to comply with the regulatory regime under which
they were originally designed and constructed so as to render them inherently unsafe in
the event of afire?

24.1t is accepted that these questions may over simplify the complex issues which arise but they do
highlight the stark choice faced by fire and rescue authorities which it is hoped the Inquiry will
wish to address. In that regard the LFB urges the Inquiry to recommend appropriate changes to
the regulatory system which provide a greater degree of certainty in respect of the provision of
fire safety measures in residential high rise buildings (including, but not limited to external
cladding).

25. For the present, the LFB anticipates that the Inquiry will wish to consider the extent to which fire
services should be expected to mitigate "fire events" in high rise residential buildings under the
current regulatory regime, which result from substantial non-compliance with fire safety
measures of the kind which may have been present in Grenfell Tower.

26. In considering that question the Inquiry is encouraged to reflect on the following factors which
may emerge from the evidence of firefighters and BSRs during phase 1.

Simultaneous evacuation
27.The extent to which a simultaneous evacuation was ever a feasible option to the fire commanders
on the scene at Grenfell Tower fire given:
(a) that the building was not designed or constructed to facilitate such evacuations through the
provision of fire alarms;
(b) the absence of any practical mechanism by which to effectively communicate with the
occupants of the entire building;
(c) the availability of a single staircase as a fire escape route which was also the only means by
which fire fighters wearing breathing apparatus, carrying firefighting media and other
equipment, could access the upper floors (in the absence of a working fire fighter lift);
(d) the likelihood that rapidly changing conditions in the building as the fire developed might
create toxic and potentially lethal conditions through which residents would be required to
pass.
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Dilemmas faced by LFB personnel in providing advice to residents
28.The Inquiry is also invited to explore the multiple dilemmas faced by firefighters who were
committed to the interior of the building and who faced dangerous and rapidly changing
conditions in the flats, common corridors, lobbies and stairwell. The instinct of those firefighters
who encountered residents in the common areas and within individual flats will have been to
effect rescues wherever possible, often at significant risk to themselves and to the residents. But
there were likely to have been many occasions when firefighters were required to make difficult
and instantaneous decisions about the viability of immediate rescue depending upon the
conditions they faced, the number and vulnerability of the residents they encountered, and the
willingness of those residents to leave a place of relative safety.

29. It is probable that firefighters were faced with difficult choices involving decisions whether to
advise residents to remain in relatively clean air or to encourage them to venture into a
hazardous and toxic environment and seek escape down the stairwell in conditions which were
constantly changing.

30. Officers in the LFB's control room who handled calls from residents faced similar challenges.
Remote from the fire ground they have no means of carrying out an objective assessment of the
conditions immediately outside the callers' flats or beyond.

31.These challenges were significantly exacerbated by the fact that the LFB control room received
more calls requiring fire survival guidance from Grenfell Tower on the night of the fire than in the
previous ten years from the whole of London.

32.The Inquiry is likely to hear that many of those who made calls during the fire felt extremely
reluctant to leave their flats and to face the conditions beyond. Some were simply unable to do so
whatever advice they may have received. Some, who self-evacuated, tragically lost their lives in
the lobbies or stairwell.

33.The appalling dilemma which control officers face in circumstances such as these is that they
cannot know, when considering whether to advise residents to leave their flats, whether they
may be directing them into dangerous, untenable and potentially lethally toxic conditions.
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34.There are numerous examples in the evidence which the Inquiry will hear of rapidly changing
conditions within the building, by which smoke, toxicity and visibility radically changed within
periods of time sometimes measured in seconds. It follows that advice to residents provided by
firefighters within the building or by officers positioned remotely in the Control Centre involve
assessments of risk which are not of a straight forward and binary nature. In a fire such as that
which developed at Grenfell Tower, advice to residents whether to stay or leave involves
substantial risk either way.

35. For that reason alone there is a pressing need to address the question whether it is reasonably
practicable, in the public interest, to expect fire services to develop operational policy on the
presumption that buildings such as Grenfell Tower are inherently unsafe because they have not
been maintained in accordance with the principles upon which they were originally designed and
built.

Safety of Fire Fighters
36. Fire and rescue policy and training must cover a complex and diverse range of situations which
any fire authority may be required to respond to. In London there is a vast array and quantity of
buildings and installations all of which have their own specific characteristics and risks.

37.The safety of firefighters must be one of the primary considerations because the LFB holds a
statutory duty to its employees in that respect. Of course firefighting is an inherently dangerous
occupation, a point recognised by the Health & Safety Executive, which makes it all the more
important that the greatest care is taken to ensure that firefighters are not exposed to
unacceptable risks of serious injury or even death and in doing so create further casualties.

38. In the evidence received by the Inquiry about the Grenfell Tower fire, there are likely to be many
examples of fire fighters acting instinctively to attack the fire and to try to protect and rescue
residents with limited regard for their own safety.

39. It is also likely that incident commanders and other decision makers, in the rapidly developing and
dynamic circumstances of the incident, were repeatedly required to make instantaneous choices
which involved balancing the risks to firefighter safety with that of the occupants of the building.
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The LFB has thus far found no evidence of any occasions when that balance was not struck in
favour of the residents of Grenfell Tower despite the appalling challenges which LFB personnel
were required to face.

Interim Safety Measures
40. While the LFB anxiously awaits the Inquiry's findings and recommendations it has been in close
liaison with the National Fire Chiefs Council (NFCC) for the purpose of recommending to fire
services in the UK interim control measures to mitigate failings in high rise buildings which exhibit
characteristics of a similar nature to those which we now know were present in Grenfell Tower.

41.The result of that liaison is the publication on ft May 2018 of a document entitled "Guidance: To
support a temporary change to simultaneous evacuation strategy in purpose-built blocks offlats'.

42.This guidance, which is a revised version of an earlier document issued by the NFCC after the
Grenfell fire, recommends a process by which certain types of high rise residential buildings be
subject to fresh and immediate fire risk assessments carried out by suitably qualified 'competent'
persons on behalf of the persons or organisations responsible for the buildings. Where
appropriate a policy of immediate and simultaneous evacuation in the event of fire is to be
implemented. The guidance applies to purpose-built residential blocks of flats where a 'Stay Put'
strategy was part of the original design, but has cladding similar to that found at Grenfell Tower.
In addition, the cladding will have failed the large-scale tests commissioned by the government
and carried out by the Building Research Establishment (BRE). The guidance makes it clear that a
simultaneous evacuation strategy should only be a temporary measure until any risks have been
rectified.

43. Given that the majority of high rise residential buildings were designed to have a "stay put" policy
under the current regulatory regime, it is essential to acknowledge that such evacuation cannot
be carried out without additional measures put in place by the owners or occupiers. In essence
this is achieved by either establishing a twenty four hour "waking watch" by numbers of suitably
trained personnel whose responsibility it is to effect an immediate evacuation from within the
building as soon as a fire is reported, or the provision of a central alarm system.
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44. In London, the LFB has also provided for an interim period, an increase in the Pre-Determined
Attendance (PDA) required for such buildings which increases the number of personnel and fire
appliances which will attend a fire in the first instance (see the "Organisational Overview"
document for further details).

45.These are obviously significant measures, which are dependent upon urgent and immediate risk
assessments carried out by competent persons. In the absence of a system by which
simultaneous evacuation can be carried out quickly and safely there is no doubt that all fire
services face significant challenges when conducting the type of fire and rescue operation which
the LFB faced on the night of the Grenfell fire.

Conclusion
46.These are all factors which the LFB urges the Inquiry to consider with care when making
recommendations for the future safety of occupants of high rise residential buildings in case of
fire. In particular it is hoped that the Inquiry will reflect upon the fact that the regulations which
govern the design, construction and maintenance of such buildings are intended not only to
ensure that residents are safe in their homes but also to inform, and often dictate, how fire
services are expected to carry out fire and rescue operations in a way which ensures the safety of
fire fighters.

47.The bereaved, survivors and residents of Grenfell Tower and others affected from within the local
community must be provided with the clearest understanding of what happened on the night of
14th June 2017, both as to the causes of the fire and the manner in which the firefighting and
rescue operation was conducted. It is the LFB's continuing intention to use all of the resources at
its disposal to support the Inquiry throughout both phases of hearings in the coming months.

Stephen Walsh Q.C.
Sarah Le Fevre
18 May 2018
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